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1. MOTIVATION
• Listeners can reliably identify speech in noisy conditions, but it is not well

understood which specific features of speech they use to do this
• We utilize a recently introduced data-driven framework to identify these

features (Mandel, 2013; Mandel et al., 2014)

1. Measure the intelligibility to listeners of the same speech utterance mixed
with many different noise instances

2. Compute the importance of each time-frequency point to that utterance’s
intelligibility (the time-frequency importance function, TFIF)

2. CONTRIBUTIONS
• Intra-subject consistency in intelligibility is high across repeated presentations

of individual mixtures (Exp 1)
• Inter-subject consistency in intelligibility is only moderate (Exp 2), but is high

for TFIFs derived from those results (Exp 3)

3. LISTENING TEST
Example stimulus mixture and bubble noise
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Speech 6 nonsense /A/-consonant-/A/ words selected from Shannon et al.
(1999): acha, ada, afa, aja, ata, ava, padded with silence to 2.2 s long

Talkers 1 female talker (W3)
Noise “bubble” noise: speech-shaped noise with SNR of −24 dB with parabolic
“bubbles” cut out. Bubbles have constant maximum duration, constant maxi-
mum ERB bandwidth, with centers distributed randomly and uniformly in
time and ERB frequency

Difficulty Adjust number of bubbles so listeners achieve approximately 50%
accuracy, here 15 bubbles per second

Mixtures 200 mixtures of random bubble noise with each utterance
Participants 5 normal hearing listeners

4. CORRELATIONAL AND PREDICTIVE ANALYSES
Target quantity yj , whether the word in mixture j was correctly identified by

the subject who heard it in the listening test. Consensus for Exp 3: intelligible
if all listeners correct, unintelligible if two incorrect, ignored otherwise.

Features Ñj(f, t) = 20 log10Nj(f, t), noise level in dB at frequency f and time
t for jth mixture. Only implicitly represents speech.

Correlational analysis Measure correlation between yj and each point of
Ñj(f, t). Time-frequency importance function shows correlations that are sig-
nificant at a level of 0.05. Identifies points where audibility is most important
for correct identification or, equivalently, noise is most disruptive.

Predictive analysis Predict yj from Ñj(f, t). Principal components analysis
to reduce dimensionality of Ñj(f, t) from 100,000 to 70 and a support vector
machine to predict yj from reduced-dimensionality vectors. Balance positive
and negative examples in test set, giving chance accuracy of 50%.

7. EXP 3: DERIVED TFIFS

acha aja ata ada afa ava
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“Cons” indicates consensus intelligibility result:
Intelligible to all or unintelligible to two or more listeners

5. EXP 1: INTRA-SUBJECT CONSISTENCY

• 30 mixtures: 6 utterances × 5 noises
• Each listener heard each mixture 10 times
• Measured proportion correct of 10 repetitions
• Combined proportions less than chance
• U-shaped curve implies high consistency

– mixtures are either very intelligible
or very unintelligible

6. EXP 2: INTER-SUBJECT CONSISTENCY

• 1200 mixtures: 6 utterances × 200 noises
• Each mixture heard once by each listener
• Measured agreement between 5 listeners as above
• Also measured using Cohen’s κ

– κ is normalized against chance agreement
– κ-response: compare six-way choices
– κ-correct: compare two-way correctness

• Shows good inter-subject agreement

κ (%) Agreement

0–20 Slight
21–40 Fair
41–60 Moderate
61–80 Substantial
81–100 Excellent

κ-response κ-correctness
Subject Subject

Subj 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

5 51.1 56.8 68.8 61.2 32.7 35.2 46.5 38.7
4 50.9 56.1 64.0 34.2 38.5 43.5
3 52.6 58.3 30.9 38.4
2 46.3 33.7

8. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
• Future scientific applications

– Characterize strategies of listeners in different linguistic contexts
– Compare different types of listeners:

∗ native speaker of X, musician, hearing impaired, dyslexic, child, etc.
– Compare different types of speech:

∗ fast, slow, casual, read, Lombard, emotional, etc.
– Importance functions for musical tasks:

∗ timbre, song identity, impact sounds

• Future engineering applications

– Automated evaluation of voice-processing algorithms
– Understand why automatic speech recognizers are not noise robust
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